As a Reggio-inspired early learning center, the Lane Child and Family Center
philosophy is based on the core principles of respect, responsibility and
community.

Director's Corner~ Katheryn Blair

Dear parents~
Happy fall term! Our classrooms are in full swing and the children are enjoying
their classrooms, playground time, and walks around the campus.
PARENT ADVISORY MEETINGS
All parents are invited to join us for our parent advisory group monthly meetings.
The parent group will provide feedback on how the center is meeting family's
needs. Agenda topics from last year were: updating our website, communication
methods with parents, emergent curriculum, updating the parent handbook, the
annual NAEYC parent survey, and the parent appreciation events for spring term.
The meetings will be scheduled the first Wednesday of the month from 12:001:00 in the large observation room in building 26 (Room 314) between the
Starfish and Sea Turtle's classroom. You will get co-op credit for the meeting, so
$10 credit on your tuition. Please feel free to bring your lunch to the meeting.
CHILD'S CLASSROOM SCHEDULE
The classroom schedule that your child is currently on will be their schedule for the
year (through spring term) unless we receive a new billing card with your new
desired schedule.
* If you intend to change your child's schedule for Winter Term a new billing card

must be turned into the office between November 5th and November 9th.
Desired schedules will be accommodated upon availability.
* Also, if your child will not be attending Winter Term, a 2 week written notice is
required to avoid additional charges.

PARENT INFORMATION BOARD
We will be posting information for parents on the information board next to the
office. Currently we have information on the following (plus more):
1. Early Outreach and Referral Program: This is a system for identifying students
who would benefit from extra support. It is intended to provide proactive,
individualized support to students to help them succeed in their coursework and
other aspects of college life. Once referred by an instructor or advisor, an
Outreach Specialist will contact the student and they will help with planning,
provide tips for your college experience, and referrals to any resources that may
be of benefit. They will also follow-up by email and phone to ensure that the
student is successfully meeting their goals.
2. Counseling and Career Center: This department provides counseling and
resource referrals for both academic and personal concerns impacting a student's
ability to reach their short and long term goals. They help with career planning
through individual counseling, workshops, and a Career and Life Planning class.
And they have substance abuse prevention services on campus with support
groups and/or information on a variety of addictive behavior concerns.

IMMUNIZATION REPORT (click on link)
Immunization report 17-18
REGGIO EMILIA APPROACH TO EDUCATION
The following guiding principles are inspirations from the Reggio Emilia approach
that we have adapted in our school culture:
The image of the child: Every child is capable and full of potential. Every child is an
active participant in the learning process. Children can construct their own
knowledge by exploring their world and creating meaning. Each child is a valued
member of the community. We come together as a group to greet, eat, share,

collaborate, listen and reflect every day.
The Reggio Emilia approach to education was developed in the 1940s after World
War II. Loris Malaguzzi, a philosopher and educational innovator, helped local
families from the northern Italian city of Reggio Emilia, to create new schools
which reflected their community based values. Inspired by renowned early
childhood psychologist and philosophers Dewey, Piaget, and Vygotsky, the Reggio
Emilia Approach is built upon a foundation of connected principles, and is known
worldwide for its innovative and child-centered philosophy of teaching and
learning.
The hundred languages of children: Children use multiple languages and materials
to express their thoughts. They naturally engage in learning in many ways: art,
movement, music, building, writing, science, dramatic play, and more! They test
theories and make connections with their environment every day.
The role of the teacher: The teacher is a partner that engages in daily discoveries.
They are facilitators and researchers and participate in the process and support
independent thinking.
The role of the family: parents and family members are valued members in our
school's culture. Parents are the 'first teacher'. Having parent involvement
enriches the child's experience. Parents are partners in the learning process.
The environment as the third teacher: Our classrooms are aesthetic, thoughtful,
welcoming and engaging. The varying materials promote curiosity and open-ended
experiences. The environment encourages investigations. Exploration leads to
communication that fosters new ideas and new friendships. Our "classroom"
includes the whole campus.
Children are passionate about learning and their interests guide our curriculum.
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Sea Turtles
Welcome to another fall term in the Sea Turtle class! We are very excited
to have so many returning children as well as new friends to get to know.
We've already begun to see a lot of creativity and curiosity in our
classroom, and we have a budding group of storytellers and scientists
with great questions and ideas. With this in mind, we've started
introducing some big ideas along these lines.

We've begun investigating motion and balance
through many different experiments and
activities, we've added a variety of materials
for the children to build with the intention to
challenge and to extend their current
knowledge on balance and basic physics. The
Sea Turtle children have also really enjoyed
experiments on motion with water; adding
water color to clear water, ramps and tubes in
water, and observing the reaction between
baking soda, vinegar and dish soap in
Rainbow Explosions.

Many of our children have taken an interest in providing stories or
information about their drawings, mark making and sculptures or
buildings. We are just beginning to explore these ideas and look forward
to developing the sparks of creativity we've begun to see! Please look in
our classroom for the dictation of some of these stories along with the
children's original inspiration for their story.

The Sea Turtle class has gone on a couple of walks this term, one being
our "Bubble Walk" that was to help celebrate Campus Children's Centers
Week. The children and staff alike were surprised at how hard it was to
give away bubbles to the grown-ups we encountered on this walk!! Our
class will plan on getting out on campus once a week. If you would like to
join us for one of these outings please check in with one of the classroom
staff to find out when the next walk will be.

One of the most exciting
events of this term so far was
the snake visitor we had to
our classroom! For more on
this please see the display on
the board by the computer.
The Sea Turtle classroom
Teachers: Emma, Shannon,
and Joe

Starfish

The starfish class has been very busy building relationships with each other,
their teachers and their classroom environment. As a program that is Reggio Emilia
inspired, our philosophy of education is child centered and focuses on self-directed
experimental learning in the child's environment.

Each week the starfish take a walk on campus to visit the rich resources our
college has to offer. We have gone to explore the learning garden and the children
have done treasure hunts to discover what is out in nature.They have examined
flowers, seeds, cones, and plants.One child even discovered that by digging she
could glean potatoes that had been missed when the gardeners had dug up the
potato patch.She gave the potatoes to her mom. Her mother cooked them and the
child ate them for dinner.

We also do outdoor school weekly. This is an opportunity for children to
search for bugs, climb trees, and explore dirt, sticks, and rocks. Climbing trees
encourages children to test their abilities, feel success from their feats of strength
and overcome any fear they may have of heights.On occasion, a child may climb
too high and not know how to climb down.In the Reggio approach, children are
viewed as competent and capable.Being stuck in a tree is an opportunity to
learn.Rather than helping the child down, adults assist the child in learning how to
climb down.
In the Reggio approach a child's
learning is based on the child's interests. We
have noticed that children like to swing
things on strings and knock things
down.Following their lead, we have
provisioned the inside environment with
pendulums for knocking things over and
hung balls outside for children to use. At
first the children randomly swung the inside
pendulums.As they continued to use them,
they learned to aim for the objects they
wanted to knock down.We provided the
children with objects of varying size and weights.One girl discovered that the large
triangle is "too strong to knock over (too heavy)".After much experimentation she
learned that if she set the large triangle on top of a smaller object that it was now
unstable enough to knock over.Outside they have been working on how to control
the arc of the balls so they can get the ball to a peer or play keep away.
The Reggio Emilia approach to education believes that children have endless
ways of learning and expressing themselves. One of these ways is through
music.Our classroom provides many ways in which the children can do this.They
sing, explore instruments, and practice making up their own tunes. We are fortunate

to have a teacher, Amy, who has a strong back ground in music.She is helping the
children learn about music. They are discussing what a musical instrument is, what
musical instruments look and sound like, and how they can be made or where they
can be found in our world. The children have learned that percussion means an
instrument that can be hit or shaken to make sound and they are making their own
percussion shakers.The children have begun testing items on their own both inside
and outside the classroom to see what can make music.They are also talking about
musical language and learning words for loud and soft-"forte" and "piano". The
children have begun using these words to describe volume levels for the classroom
and outside.
Another key component of the Reggio approach is documentation. We have
brought in a variety of pumpkins, squashes and gourds. The children have been
examining them, drawing them, measuring them, weighing them and classifying
them. We will also be cutting them open so the children can see that although the
items all look different on the outside they are very similar on the inside.We will also
be weighing and measuring the children.This experiment is intended to help children
see that even though we may look different on the outside, we are similar on the
inside.We are all special in our own way.
As a center wide project, all classes will be working
on a "rock movement". We are painting rocks and
leaving them in public places for others to find.People can
take them and re-hide them in other locations.We have
set up a face book page to document where people are
finding the rocks. We look forward to seeing how far our
rock movement travels.Please see us about details.
We look forward to happy and active term.
Amy, Marsha and Heidi

Seals
This is the time of the term when we are beginning to become a cohesive
community. How exciting it's been to watch our returning children gather
in our new children and make them feel welcome. We've worked hard on
learning about each other, our interests and friendship groups are
forming. Go us!
We want to thank all of you who came to our family event. This is a once
a term opportunity to come together as a larger group. Have you hidden
any rocks? Remember our Facebook page LCFC Rocks! We're also working
on a group canvas painting project. Group projects are a good way to help

everyone feel connected.

Some of our returning children recently began remembering and
requesting materials we used last year in our exploration
of trajectory, velocity and engineering principals. This is one of the
exciting things about being a Reggio Inspired program and having mixed
age groups. We've brought back the catapults and the "launcher" (a fun
thrift store find by Karyn last year) and we are back to building on our
knowledge gained last year. Weston wondered what would happen if we
launched some pumpkins and Hayat gave it a try. They discovered two
things. Heavier items go further and pumpkins will "crack" upon landing. A
small group scoured the yard for other items to try. We were near the
fence and much to Weston's surprise, he landed a tennis ball right in the

fence! We're curious to know where their
interest will go next in this project work.
Block structures galore are gracing our
space. They are moving both across the
floor and high in the air. Along with more
traditional roads, some children have
created body outlines with the blocks.
Another shared activity is our "canvas
painting" project. We're curious about what
might happen when we focus on the process
of painting
instead of
the end
product;
one way is
to leave
the canvas
for others to add their marks. We're
taking photos along the way to see if
children will remember "their"
contribution that still lies under the
layers.
We're busy exploring sensory materials
and talking about texture words like
"slippery" and "scratchy".
We will be bringing back our light
projector this term to brighten our dark
corner and explore light, shadow and
colors. Our amazing student learners will
be bringing in their own interests with a worm farm and a vet office in the
Imagine Aerie. This will support social and emotional growth by providing
opportunities to care for animals and share space and materials.
As always, your children are what make our classroom all that it can be.
We appreciate you sharing these wonderful people with us; their
discoveries and passion make our days!
Chris, Karyn and Nipa

Fre e books for your child if you
live in Euge ne (de live re d to your

home )
Dolly Parton's Imagination Library
It sounds almost too simple to be true, but by reading regularly with your
children during their preschool years, you are giving them the biggest boost
toward a successful education that they will ever get.
Dolly Parton's Imagination Library can help! Every child who lives in the City
of Eugene can receive a new book each month by mail from ages birth
through four. Free!
The books are a gift to keep. All you have to do is read to your children which will make a huge difference for their futures and the future of our
community!
https://www.eugene-or.gov/2692/Imagination-Library

Take a moment to help other families find LCFC!

See what's happening and connect with us!

VISIT OUR W EBSITE

